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Medical robotics 
Clinician assistance and medical gesture improvements                                                

• Teleoperated systems 
- Duplicate clinician gestures 
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Medical robotics 
Clinician assistance and medical gesture improvements                                                

• Teleoperated systems 
- Duplicate clinician gestures 

• Co-manipulated systems 
- Constrain manual gestures of clinician 

in safe regions 

Surgicobot, 
CEA LIST 

Acrobot, Imperial College 
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Medical robotics 
Clinician assistance and medical gesture improvements                                                

• Teleoperated systems 
- Duplicate clinician gestures 

• Co-manipulated systems 
- Constrain manual gestures of clinician 

• Semi-autonomous or autonomous systems 
- Automatically perform a part of intervention  

SCALPP, LIRMM 
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Medical robotics 
Clinician assistance and medical gestures improvements                                                

• Teleoperated systems 
- Duplicate clinician gestures 

• Co-manipulated systems 
- Constrain manual gestures of clinician 

• Semi-autonomous or autonomous systems 
- Automatically perform a part of intervention  
- Guidance from anatomical images 

MBARS 

SCALPP, LIRMM 
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Image-guided medical robots 
• Guidance from pre-operative images 
- Robot trajectory pre-computed from pre-operative planning 
- Robot registration from both patient & image data 
- Open loop control 

Orthopedic surgery Neurosurgery Radiotherapy 

Robodoc Neuromate Cyberknife 

Pro   - Imaging modalities can be used 
Cons   - Calibration and registration error sensitivity 
      - Planning is valid only if anatomical target remains perfectly motionless 
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Image-guided medical robots 
• Guidance from per-operative images 
- Target directly defined in per-operative images 
- Robot trajectory online updated 
- Closed loop control 

[Ott09] 

Pro   - Improved task accuracy 
     - Target motion compensation 

Cons   - Real-time & robust image processing needed 

Interventional radiology 
84 W. Bachta et al.

Fig. 6. The Cardiolock device during an experimental validation
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Fig. 7. In vivo stabilization results. On the left the measured motion, on the right the
recorded contact force. The active stabilization starts after 6 seconds.

and 0.03mm after activation. Since the frequency of the respiratory motion is
low, it is completely suppressed, whereas the cardiac component is partially
filtered. In the second experiment, the force along z was recorded (Fig.7). Only
a slight variation of the force is observed. This may be explained by the little
displacement, about 0.3 mm, imposed to the local area of interest in order to
achieve the stabilization.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a new robotized stabilizer, the Cardiolock device, has been pro-
posed. After a detailed experimental assessment of the heart contact forces, sta-
bilization experiments have been carried out showing promising performances.
Future work will include a comparison of the proposed stabilizer with a commer-
cial endoscopic stabilizer. A development of a multi DOF mechanism with the
appropriate vision measurement will also be investigated in order to compensate
for all possible residual motions.
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Different medical modalities 

- Optical images 

- MRI 

- CT scan 

- Ultrasound 
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Per-operative medical imaging 

• Research area: US anatomical imaging guidance 

Optical 
images 

MRI CT scan Ultrasound 

No invasive o            
No ionizing       o      
Real time    o    o      
Image quality +  ++  ++  --  
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Research activity objectives 
• US visual servoing 
- Providing generic solutions 

• Focus on  
- Interaction modeling between the probe and the environment 
- Generic methods to control the 6 degrees of freedom (dof) of robotized probes 
- Real-time & robust visual information extraction 

• Suitable for all applications requiring 
- Accurate positioning on anatomical sections 
- Physiological motion compensation  

10 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical information 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense information 

• Conclusion and future works 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 
- Visual servoing principle 
- State of the art related to US visual servoing 
- Contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 
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Visual servoing: Principle 
• Closed loop control 

•  Interaction modeling: 

• Classical control law: 
- Exponential decreasing of visual error 

13 

Extraction of visual 
features  
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Visual servoing: Camera versus US probe 

Extraction of visual 
features  

Control law 
+ 

- 

visual error 
control 
velocity 

14 

ve = s− s∗

s

s∗

• Closed loop control 

• Extension to ultrasound modality 
- No perspective projection 
- Full information in the image plane 

ṡ = Lsv
• Challenges 
- Interaction modeling 
- Out-of-plane motion control 
- Low image quality 
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State of the art: Eye-to-hand 
New research topic since 2002 

• Needle positioning 
- [Hong04 - Univ. of Tokyo], 

[Neubach10 - Israel Inst. of Tech.] 
•  IBVS, 2 or 3 dof in plane 

• Laparoscopic instrument positioning 
- [Novotny07 - Harvard] 

•   PBVS, 4 dof 

- [Vitrani05, Vitrani07 - ISIR],  
[Sauvée08 - LIRMM] 
•  IBVS based on tool model, 4 dof 
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State of the art: Eye-in-hand  
• Positioning on carotid artery 
- [Abolmaesumi02 - British Columbia] 

•  IBVS,  3 dof in plane 
•  Others DOF tele-operated 

- [Nakadate11 - Waseda Univ.] 
•  PBVS, 1 dof  

• Renal stone motion tracking  
- [Lee07 - Univ. of Tokyo]  

•  2 orthogonal images 
•  PBVS, 3 dof 

• Positioning on anatomical section 
- [Krupa05, Bachta06, Mebarki08, Nadeau10, Li12,…], IBVS, 6 dof 

• Motion compensation 
- [Krupa07, Nadeau11, Lee11,…], IBVS, PBVS, 6 dof 
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Contribution overview 
• Goal: Generic solutions for eye-in-hand ultrasound visual servoing 

•  Issues: 
- Probe interaction with anatomical elements instead of instruments 
- Both in-plane and out-of-plane motion control 
- Extraction of relevant visual information: low image quality 
- Real-time: constrained complexity 
- Physiological motions 

17 

• Two main approaches: 
- Geometrical information 

•  Image points, contours, 2D moments 
- Dense information 

•  Speckle correlation, US image intensity 
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Chronology of research works 
ANR Uscomp 

ANR Prosit Projects  
Johns Hopkins Harvard Collaborations  
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 
- Image points 
- Image moments 
- Multi-plane approach based on moments 
- Assistance tasks during tele-echography 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 

20 
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46 Approche pour l’information de type « point »

Enfin, chaque solution est validée par une application démontrant les performances des
approches proposées. En particulier, des fonctionnalités d’assistance au diagnostic ont été in-
tégrées sur un système de télé-échographie (section 3.6).

3.1 Approche pour l’information de type « point »

Les informations géométriques naturellement les plus simples sont directement les points
d’intersection de deux droites remarquables d’un objet d’intérêt. Cette section s’appuie donc
sur cette information pour élaborer un asservissement visuel 2D en vue de positionner la sonde
par rapport à cet objet.

3.1.1 Modélisation de l’interaction de la coupe avec une droite 3D

Dans un premier temps, il s’agit d’automatiser une procédure de calibration des paramètres
intrinsèques et extrinsèques de la sonde. La solution consiste à considérer l’information visuelle
de type point correspondant à l’intersection d’une droite 3D traversant le plan de coupe d’une
sonde échographique 2D [Krupa 2005]. Du point de vue applicatif, l’idée est d’automatiser au
moyen d’un asservissement visuel 2D le positionnement de la sonde par rapport à un marqueur
artificiel immergé dans un bac d’eau. Ce marqueur est constitué de deux droites D1 et D2 ma-
térialisées par des fils de nylon tendus qui se croisent en un point fixe P ∗ de l’espace et dont les
points P1 et P2 correspondent aux points d’intersection avec le plan de coupe, comme illustré
sur la figure 3.1. A partir de ce modèle, la matrice d’interaction, qui fournit la vitesse des coor-
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FIGURE 3.1 – Intersection de droites avec le plan de coupe

données dans l’image du point d’intersection d’une droite en fonction du torseur cinématique
v de la sonde échographique, s’exprime selon

Lp =

�
−1 0 dx

dz
dx
dz
y −dx

dz
x y

0 −1 dy
dz

dy
dz
y −dy

dz
x −x

�
. (3.1)

Cette matrice dépend donc des coordonnées (x, y) dans l’image du point d’intersection et éga-
lement des composantes du vecteur unitaire sd = (dx, dy, dz) de la droite exprimées dans le

Part I – The simplest visual feature: image point 

• Straight line interaction with US plane  
- Image point 
- Interaction matrix 

• Out-of-plane visual servoing  
- Automatic calibration procedure 

[IROS’05,ICRA’06, 
Advanced robotics’06] 
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Ls =

�
−1 0 dx

dz

dx
dz
y −dx

dz
x y

0 −1 dy

dz

dy

dz
y −dy

dz
x −x

�

s = (x, y)
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Part I – Image 2D moments: modeling 

• Moments of observed cross-section as visual features - Rafik Mebarki PhD 
- Generic 2D visual features (area, gravity center, main orientation, etc…) 
- Extraction by active contours based on Fourier descriptors [ICIP’11, Li] 

22 

Ls =





−1 0 xgvz xgωx
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0 −1 ygvz ygωx

ygωy
−xg

0 0 αvz αωx αωy −1
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√
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√
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aωy
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√
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0

0 0 φ1vz φ1ωx
φ1ωy

0
0 0 φ2vz φ2ωx

φ2ωy
0





s = (xg, yg,α,
√
a,φ1,φ2)

• Modeling of 6 well decoupled visual features [TRO’10, Mebarki] 

depends on 3D normal vector to the object surface 
•  derived from pre-operative model [ICRA’08, MICCAI’08, Mebarki] 
•  on-line estimated for unknown object shape [ICRA’09, Mebarki] 
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Part I – Image 2D moments: Results 

• Robotic tasks performed by IBVS        

Positioning Tracking 

Pro  - Needs only a 2D image  
      - Exponential visual error decreasing  

Cons  - Possible pose ambiguity (object symmetry, same sections)  
      

23 
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Part I – Multi-plane approach based on 2D moments 

• Tri-plane probe - Caroline Nadeau PhD 
- Moment based features coupled to in-plane motions  

•  Control of in-plane motions: blue plane features 

•  Control of out-of-plane motions: 
additional red and green planes 

• Approximate interaction matrix        

24 

s = (xg0 , yg0 , xg1 ,α1,α2,α0)

�Ls =





−1 0 0 0 0 yg0
0 −1 0 0 0 −xg0

0 0 −1 −yg1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
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Part I – Multi-plane approach based on 2D moments 

• Probe localization with respect to a 3D pre-operative volume  
[IROS’10, Nadeau] 

- Pose computation as a dual problem of visual servoing 
- Control a virtual tri-plane probe to reach 3 orthogonal per-operative images 

Pro  
 -  Good pose description  
     from visual features 

  - No normal vector 
    estimation 

Cons  
 -  Needs a 3D probe  

25 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 
- Image points 
- Image 2D moments 
- Multi-plane approach based on 2D moments 
- Real-time contour segmentation 
- Assistance tasks during tele-echography 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 

26 
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5.4. Conclusion 99

(a) (b) Coupe échographique

(c)

Figure 5.12 – (a) Le dispositif expérimental de validation sur des volontaires. (b) coupe
échographique. (c) Poids des informations visuelles.

Part I – Assistance tasks during tele-echography 
• ANR PROSIT (PRISME, CHU Tours, Inria, Robosoft, Pprime, LIRMM) 

 Tao Li PhD 

• 4 dof robot 

• Automatic retrieval of a desired anatomical section 
- Features computed from moments 
- Desired section recorded during tele-operation phase 
- Replay probe orientation and refine/maintain section by IBVS 

88 Chapitre 5. Implantation et validation

5.1.2 L’Interface Homme-Machine (IHM)

Le premier élément clé de l’architecture de la plate-forme Prosit est l’Interface Homme-
Machine (IHM) utilisée par l’expert, comme illustrée sur la Fig. 5.1. À travers cette IHM,
l’expert médical peut soit télé-opérer le robot Prosit en utilisant une sonde haptique, ou
activer les modes autonomes. Ainsi, l’IHM développée est décrite sur la Fig. 5.3, et dispose
des fonctionnalités suivantes :

– Gérer la connexion entre le site Expert et la site Patient (saisie de l’adresse de
connexion, gestion de la connexion, etc.)

– Choisir le mode de fonctionnement de la sonde haptique : télé-opération “classique”
ou avec maintien de visibilité.

– Afficher l’image échographique obtenue du coté du patient.
– Affichage de la visioconférence (caméra d’ambiance).
– Activer les modes autonomes présentés dans le chapitre 4.
En outre, dans l’onglet “maintenance”, les valeurs des positions et vitesses du robot sont

disponibles.

Figure 5.3 – L’Interface Homme-Machine du poste expert.

5.1.3 Robot Prosit
Depuis 1995, l’équipe robotique du laboratoire PRISME de l’université d’Orléans conçoit

et teste en conditions réelles des systèmes de télé-échographie robotisés, dont les robots
Teresa [Courreges 2001] (Fig. 1.13(a)), Otelo [Delgorge 2005, Bassit 2005] (Fig. 1.13(b)), et
Estele la version commercialisée par la société Robosoft. Ainsi, le robot Prosit (Fig.5.4(a))
est la sixième génération, résultat d’un travail d’optimisation en termes de compacité et de
performances cinématiques [Nouaille 2010]. Nous présentons dans les sous-sections suivantes
le robot Prosit.

27 
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A classical way to deal with the exposed constraints (2)

is to define for each feature a safe interval that triggers the

servoing [12]. Similarly to (2), the visual feature safe region

is defined as: 




xg ∈ [xs−, xs+]
yg ∈ [ys−, ys+]
d ≥ ds−

(3)

An example of safe region is represented in Fig.2. We now

expose the control law that ensures the defined constraints

are respected.

B. A control law that copes with constraints
In classical visual servoing schemes, desired values s

∗
are

defined for each visual feature. The corresponding error e =
s− s

∗
is then regulated to 0 with the following control law:

ω = −λ�L+
ω e (4)

where λ is the control gain and �Lω is angular part of the

estimated interaction matrix of s expressed in the control

frame [10]. �L+
ω denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse

of �Lω. Such control laws are known to have nice properties

in terms of stability and robustness with regards to calibration

imprecisions.

In our case, we want to control each visual feature only

when its value approaches a constraint. The desired values

are choosen in the safe region for all features: (x∗g, y∗g)
is defined as the center of the image and d∗ = ds−

corresponds to the surface when the visibility task begins. In

[12] a weighted error He is defined to ensure the visibility

constraints in classical visual servoing. H is a diagonal

weighting matrix that allows continuous adding or removing

of visual features in the control law [13]. In our approach,

H = Diag(hx, hy, hd) where hx, hy and hd are the varying

weights that correspond to the visual features from (1).

Adapting the weighting formulation from [12] to our visual

features yields:

hx(xg) =






xg−xs+

x+−xg
if xg > xs+

xg−xs−

x−−xg
if xg < xs−

0 else

(5)

hy(yg) =






yg−ys+

y+−yg
if yg > ys+

yg−ys−

y−−yg
if yg < ys−

0 else

(6)

hd(d) =
�

d−ds−

d−−d if d < ds−

0 else
(7)

The corresponding function is represented in Fig.3. The

weight is null in the safe interval, and increases to infinite as

the feature value approaches its limits. A constraint is said

to be activated as soon as its weight is non-null. In [12] the

control law that regulates He to 0 yields:

ω = −λ(H�Lω)+He (8)

A strong hypothesis to use this control law is that H�Lω

should be always full rank. This is not the case in our

s− s+ss− ss+

Feature value

0

20

40

60

80

100

Fig. 3. Weighing function. h is null in the safe interval and increases to

the border.

scheme, as H�Lω can be full rank 3 if all features are in

the unsafe area, but may also be null if all features are in

the safe region as it implies that H = 0. As we will show

in simulation, using (8) leads to a discontinuous control law.

The framework of varying-feature-set [13] proposes a new

pseudo-inverse operator, that allows using a varying-rank

weighting matrix H. However, the formulation is appropriate

for weights between 0 and 1. As H is defined up to a scale

factor, we define the normalized weighting matrix Hn as:

Hn =
�

H if �H�∞ ≤ 1
H/�H�∞ else

(9)

In the sequel, we denote L

L
Hn

ω the continuous inverse

of Lω with the weighting matrix Hn (see [13] for the

analytical computation). Finally, the control law that ensures

the visibility constraints yields:

ω = −λL

L
Hn

ω e (10)

This control law induces no motion when all features are

in their safe region. When a feature approaches a limit, the

induced motion tries to make it go back to the safe region.

We now explicit the interaction matrix that is used in the

control law.

C. Modeling of the interaction matrix
The global interaction matrix of the US features can be

written Ls =
�

Lv Lω

�
∈ R6×6

where Lv is the linear

part and Lω is the angular part that is actually used for

the proposed control. Denoting
s
Tp the twist transformation

matrix that transforms velocity skews from the probe frame

to the image center frame, Ls yields:

Ls = �Ls
s
Tp (11)

where �Ls denotes the interaction matrix of the US features

expressed in the image center. The three visual features xg ,

yg and d of the object section can be computed from the

image moments of a segmented US section as follows:






xg = m10
m00

yg = m01
m00

d =
√

m00

(12)

where mij is the image moments of the current segmented

section S defined by: mij =
��

S
xiyjdxdy. The time

variation of s can thus be expressed as follows:

ṡ =






ẋg = m00
m2

00
ṁ10 − m10

m2
00

ṁ00

ẏg = m00
m2

00
ṁ01 − m01

m2
00

ṁ00

ḋ = 1
2
√

m00
ṁ00

(13)
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Part I – Assistance tasks during tele-echography 
• Maintaining visibility constraints by US IBVS during tele-op [ICRA’12, Li] 

- Ultrasound visibility constraints 
• Features computed from moments 

- Fusing visibility with tele-operation control 

• Visual servoing activated by weighting matrix 
• User can still tele-operate DOF not required from visibility task 

with autonomous assistance modes. The “PROSIT” robot
presented in [8] which is a modified version of “ESTELE”
is shown in Fig.1a. This 4 DOF robot can move the US
probe according to: 3 rotations around X, Y and Z axes of
the probe frame {Rp} and 1 translation along Y-axis of the
probe frame. The angular velocities around X, Y and Z axes
of {Rp} are denoted by ωx, ωy and ωz and vy represents the
translation velocity along Y-axis.

Z

X

Y
{Rp}

(a)

s

!x

!z

!y
yt

X

Z

Y

{Rp}

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) The “PROSIT” tele-operable portable 4 DOF robot actuating
the US probe. (b) The section S of the organ of interest observed in the
2D US image.

We describe herein the successive steps of the tele-
echography procedure aided by our visibility assistance
mode:

1) During all the procedure, the robot base is kept by an
assistant on the patient body and the current US image
is streamed to the expert site via internet or satellite
connection.

2) The expert tele-operates all the 4 DOF of the robot
with a haptic fictive probe to reach a section of the
anatomic object of interest.

3) Once an organ of interest is observed, the expert can
decide to activate the “visibility assistance task” by
clicking inside a closed organ section S (see Fig.1b).
Its 2D contour C is then automatically extracted from
the US image thanks to an active contour algorithm
[9]. A set of visual features are then computed from
C in order to track in real time the evolution of the
considered organ section.

4) The doctor can then freely tele-operate all the 4 DOF
unless one or several visual features go close to fixed
limits. If this case occurs then the system automatically
prevents the loss of the organ visibility by acting like
an active virtual guide and the doctor can still tele-
operate the DOF in the direction that does not degrade
the visibility.

5) At any time the doctor can deactivate the visibility task
and lock it on another organ.

III. MULTI-TASK CONTROL LAW

The classical visual servoing methods [10] use images
acquired by a camera. In this case, the 2D image is a

projection of the 3D world so that the coordinates of 2D
visual features are usually used to control the 6 DOF of
a robotic system. However, a 2D US probe only provides
information in its observed plane. Therefore, suitable features
need to be used to control not only the in-plane velocity (ωz)
but also the out-of-plane velocity (ωx and ωy) of our 4 DOF
robotized probe to maintain the indicated section in sight.

We denote v = (vy,ω) the probe velocity expressed in the
probe control frame, where vy is the in-plane linear velocity
and ω is the angular velocity. As it is usual in ultrasound
visual servo [11], vy is regulated by a force control scheme in
order to maintain a constant contact force between the probe
and the patient. The visual servoing and the tele-operation
regulate the angular motion ω. First, we present how the
visibility constraint can be ensured with ultrasound visual
servo. We then combine the visibility task with the tele-
operation.

A. Ultrasound visibility constraints

There are several ways an object can leave an ultrasound
image. As in classical images, the section of interest S can
of course leave the field of view by passing the image border.
Out-of-plane motions can also make the object disappear: in
this case, the surface of S progressively becomes null and
the visiblity is lost. The set of visual features that handle
visibility is thus defined by:

s = (xg, yg, d) (1)

where (xg, yg) are the coordinates of the center of gravity
of S and d is the square root of its surface. We take the
square root instead of the actual surface in order to deal
with homogeneous coordinates in s.

Fig. 2. Visibility constraints. Visibility (plain red) and safe (dotted blue)
intervals are defined for xg and yg . Minimum (plain black) and safe (dotted
black) values are defined for d.

Fig.2 sketches the constraints that we predetermine to keep
the section in the field of view. The constraints correspond
to the conditions:






xg ∈ [x−, x+]
yg ∈ [y−, y+]
d ≥ d−

(2)

where [x−, x+] is the visibility interval for xg , [y−, y+] is
the visibility interval for yg and d− is the minimum value
for d. As the US view is rendered by a circular sector in case
of a convex probe, the value of x− and x+ vary in function
of yg to adapt its form.
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H = diag(hx, hy, hd)

ω = −λ(H�Ls)
+
H (s− s

∗) +Pωm
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Part I – Robotic tele-echography assistance tasks 
• Maintaining visibility constraints by US IBVS during tele-operation 
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Part I – Robotic tele-echography assistance tasks 
• Method also compensates patient motion 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 
- Speckle correlation 
- Ultrasound intensity 
- Target motion compensation 
- Target tracking in 3D US volumes 
- Soft tissue deformation tracking 
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Main advantages of dense-based approaches 
• Less or no image processing 
- Segmentation not required 

• Suitable for US images exhibiting 
- Structures hard to detect 
- Topology changes due to out-of-plane motion 

               kidney  successive sections     
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Part II – Visual servoing from speckle correlation 
• Objective: compensation of tissue rigid motion 
 with Johns Hopkins University 

• Speckle in not a noise  
- Correlation model 

• Principle 
- Out-of-plane motion estimations: speckle decorrelation technique 
- In-plane motion estimations: image template tracking [Hager98] 

- Hybrid visual servoing scheme to minimize relative pose  
between target and observed planes  

d	


target 
plane 

Probe motion 

[ICRA’07,MICCAI’07,IJRR’09] 
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ρ(I1, I2) = exp(−d2

2σ2 )
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Part II – Visual servoing from speckle correlation 
• 6 dof rigid motion compensation 

Pro   - No segmentation 
     - Needs only fully developed US speckle  
     - No structured images required 

Cons   - Only for motion compensation tasks (not for positioning) 
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Part II – Direct intensity-based VS 
•  Intensity based control 
- Image intensity directly used as input of the control scheme [Collewet11] 

• Extension to US B-mode image  -  Caroline Nadeau PhD 
- Assumptions: ultrasound reflected by a physical point is constant & invariant  

to transducer incidence angle 
• Visual features  
• Visual error vector 

•  Interaction matrix 

3D image gradient Interaction matrix of a 3D point 

! 
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LI = −∇I Lx

∇I =
�

∂I
∂x

∂I
∂y

∂I
∂z

�
Lx =




−1 0 0 0 −z y
0 −1 0 z 0 −x
0 0 −1 −y x 0



0 
0 

s(r) = (..., Iu,v, ...)

e(r) = s(r)− s∗ = I(r)− I∗
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Part II – Direct intensity-based VS 
• 3D image gradient estimation 

- Off-line: initial procedure [ICRA’11, Nadeau]  
•  Dedicated spatio-temporal filter 
•  Interaction matrix approximated by the desired one  
     for motion compensation tasks 

- On-line 
•  From successive images & robot odometry [IROS’11, Nadeau]  
•  Interaction matrix online updated     

% for positioning tasks 
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Part II – Direct intensity-based VS 

• Positioning task with a 2D probe 
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Visual error 

Pose error (mm, deg) 
time 

time I(r)− I∗

I(r)
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Part II – Direct intensity-based VS 

3D probe 

•  Central 2D images 

•  3D gradient directly available from volume 

Bi-plane probe 

•  Two orthogonal 2D images 

•  3D gradient estimation 
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• Extension to bi-plane and 3D probes  [IROS’11, Nadeau] 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 
- Speckle correlation 
- Ultrasound intensity 
- Target rigid motion compensation 
- Target tracking in 3D US volumes 
- Soft tissue deformation tracking 
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Part II – Target rigid motion compensation 
• Context: USComp ANR project  (Inria, LIRMM, LSIIT) 

• Objective: soft tissue motion compensation during ultrasound imaging 

• Repetitive predictive controller R-GPC [Gangloff06] 
- Organ motion highly correlated with breathing motion 
- Prediction based on constant periodicity of disturbance 

        
       

[MICCAI’11, Nadeau] 
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Part II – Target rigid motion compensation 
• Ex-vivo results with animal tissue 
- Vision control (5 dof) : Inria (25Hz with 2D probe) 
- Force control (1 dof) : LIRMM (1kHz) 
- Predictive controller R-GPC : LSIIT 

[Hamlyn Symp. on Medical Robotics’12, Nadeau] 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 
- Speckle correlation 
- Ultrasound intensity 
- Target motion compensation 
- Target tracking in 3D US volumes 
- Soft tissue deformation tracking 
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Part II – Target tracking in 3D US volumes 

• Objective: Pose computation of a moving target in a sequence of 3D US 

• Principle: control a virtual 3D probe to stabilize the target image 
- Visual features: voxel intensities of a 3D ROI containing the target 

•  In vivo experiment on a pig (collab. with Boston Children’s Hospital) 
Goal: Tracking the instrument tip of a concentric-tube robot [Dupont10]  
inserted in a beating heart during cardiac surgery 

DUPONT et al.: DESIGN AND CONTROL OF CONCENTRIC-TUBE ROBOTS 219

Fig. 9. Three-tube concentric-tube robot.

Fig. 10. Tubes comprising the robot. Tubes 1 and 2 form a variable-curvature
balanced pair that dominates tube 3. Ruler shows units in millimeters.

TABLE II
TUBE STOCK USED IN EXPERIMENTS

V. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL EVALUATION

A sequence of experiments was performed to compare the
predictions of the torsionally rigid and torsionally compliant
models. The experiments were performed in the context of the
robot depicted in Fig. 9 that is composed of the three tubes shown
in Fig. 10. The outer pair is of the balanced stiffness, variable-
curvature type (see Fig. 3). Its kinematic input variables consist
of tube rotation angles !1 , !2 , and a single translation variable
for the pair l1 = l2 . The innermost tube is dominated by the
outer pair (see Fig. 2) and its kinematic variables are !3 , l3 . The
five kinematic inputs are used to control the robot’s tip position
and tangent direction.

The diameters of the three tube sizes used in all of the exper-
iments are given in Table II. To solve the forward kinematics,
(42) requires the relative stiffness of the tubes as well as the
ratio of bending to torsional stiffness for each tube. Given that
the tubes are of the same alloy and were processed similarly,
the relative stiffness of the tubes should be computable as the
ratio of moments of inertia. Stacking the tolerances for inner
and outer diameters of tube pairs, however, produces large vari-
ations in stiffness ratio. Instead, calibrated stiffness ratios were
computed from (8) by measuring the individual tube precurva-
tures and the pairwise combined curvature for "i(s) = # using
a camera-measurement system (Vision Appliance, Dalsa, Inc.).
Note that this equation is valid for torsionally compliant tubes
in this configuration if they satisfy (38). The ratio of bending to
torsional stiffness is given by (22) and was computed using a
value of $ = 0.3.

Fig. 11. Dimensions of tube pairs.

TABLE III
BALANCED-PAIR TUBE PARAMETERS

Fig. 12. Tube pair showing graduated disk, twist pointer, and tangent pointer.

For these tube dimensions, tip deflection due to gravity
(<0.3 mm) was within the measurement error of the camera sys-
tem (±0.5 mm), and therefore, its effects were neglected in the
experiments.

For clarity, the modeling error associated with the outer pair
of tubes is considered separately in the first section below. The
following section characterizes the error associated with the
kinematic variables of the third tube {!3 , l3}. Finally, total error
for the three tubes is reported for a range of configurations in
the robot’s workspace.

A. Rotation of Balanced Tube Pairs

To validate the behavior predicted in Fig. 8, tests were per-
formed on three tube pairs (labeled A, B, and C) of identical
cross sections (Tubes 1 and 2 stock) and length but of different
precurvatures, as shown in Fig. 11 and described in Table III.
Each tube is glued into a collar as shown and mounted in the
motor-drive system, as shown in Fig. 12 and described in [13].
Motor-positioning accuracy is better than 0.1!. Equation (34)
must be adjusted to relate "2(0) measured at the proximal end
of the curved portion of the tubes to the relative angle measured
by the motor encoders at the tube collars "2m . This is given by

"2m = "2(0) " "̇2(0)(18 mm)k1z /(k1z + k2z ). (50)

Authorized licensed use limited to: BOSTON UNIVERSITY. Downloaded on June 04,2010 at 18:05:20 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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s(r) = (..., Iu,v,w, ...)
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Part II – Target tracking in 3D US volumes by direct VS 

with tracking 

without tracking 

Target to track 

Central image extracted from the volume  
observed by the virtual 3D probe 

Position of the central image of the  
virtual probe in the whole volume 
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Part II:  Soft tissue deformation tracking  
• Fast volume reconstruction for 3D motorized probe 

• Real-time dense 3D volume tracking  
- Deformation model based on 3D Thin-plate spline 
- Motion parameters: 3D control points 
- Iterative least-square minimization on voxel intensity difference 

• Active compensation 
- 6 dof rigid motion extraction 
- Position-based visual servo 

3D control 
points	

tracking 
points (grid)	

[IROS’11, D. Lee] 
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Outline 
• US based visual servoing issues and contribution overview 

• Part I: Approaches based on geometrical visual information 

• Part II: Approaches based on dense visual information 

• Conclusion and future works 
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Conclusion 
• Generic solutions to control the 6 dof of a robotized probe by ultrasound 
 visual servoing 

• Two complementary approaches based on: 
- Geometrical information 

•  Suitable for positioning tasks (diagnostic assistance) 
- Dense information 

•  No segmentation step required 
•  Suitable for tracking tasks (motion compensation) 

• Experimental validations of the proposed solutions 
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Future works – Soft tissue deformations 

• Take into account tissue deformations 
- Dynamic model of organ 
- On-line estimation of deformation parameters 
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Software simulator 
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Future works – Multi-robot collaboration with US VS  

• Control both the probe and surgical tools by US visual servoing 
- Robot collaboration 
- Generic methods for eye-to-hand US visual servoing 
- Multi-sensor control fusing force and vision 

- Application  
•  Automatic flexible 

needle guidance 

First study  
(with CHU Rennes) 
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